SecurityHeadhunter.com is a Security Search Firm. Since the early 2000s, we have been recruiting security talented professionals at the Technical through Executive (CISO) levels for employers nationally. We recruit in several areas to include, but not limited to Information Security, IT Audit, Privacy, GRC, and sales talent. Let our expertise in the security recruitment niche work to your advantage.

In today’s economic climate, traditional recruiting resources (job boards, recruiting generalists) only scratch the surface of the available security talent. This leaves a vast pool of security talented professionals available for recruitment.

At SecurityHeadhunter.com we target this vast untapped pool of security talent which most employers would never know exists. We accomplish this by searching our own candidate database, reaching out to our vast network of passive security candidates and our Direct Recruiting approach.

If your organization is frustrated with dealing with 3rd party recruiting resources that do not understand the Security niche, then trust SecurityHeadhunter.com to recruit the security talent you have been missing through other resources.

Benefits

- **Security Recruitment** - Recruitment of Technical, Mid Management and C level security professionals for 10+ years.
- **Recruitment Model** - Unlike other recruiting firms, we don’t sit back and simply wait on a job seeker to respond to a job board posting. We are proactive and can actually direct recruit security talent for our search assignments.
- **Candidate Resources** - We have an extensive internal “security” candidate database and a vast network of security professionals for consideration on each search assignment.
- **Multiple Search Options** - Contingency Search, Engaged Search or Retained Executive Search. We’ll discussed the benefits and level of priority with each search model, but you decide the best option for your company based on your specific job and the level of search priority required.
- **Clients** - Experience working with clients from start-ups to Fortune 500 in a large variety of industries.
- **Web Presence** - 1000s of Security professionals easily find and visit the SecurityHeadhunter.com website yearly. These visitors many times introduce themselves via phone or confidential resume submission.
- **History** - In 1990 we opened PRS, Inc., an IT Search Firm. By the early 2000s we were also placing IT Security talent at the technology level. In 2002, we placed our first VP of IT Security at a Fortune 100 client. At that point we created a Security Recruiting practice which continued recruiting Technical through Executive level security talent under the PRS name for 7 years. In 2009 we acquired the domain name SecurityHeadhunter.com and renamed our Security Search practice to better reflect our recruitment expertise.

To discuss how SecurityHeadhunter.com can assist you in your current or next security recruitment search, contact:

**Wils Bell**
President
SecurityHeadhunter.com
Direct: 407-365-2404
POB 620298 * Oviedo, FL 32762
Bell@SecurityHeadhunter.com
SecurityHeadhunter.com